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　　Abstract　　Based on the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac-Cheng model , atomic phase diagram or elect ron density versus atomic radius diag ram

describing the interaction propert ies of atoms of diff eren t kinds in equilibrium state is developed.Atomic phase diagram is established based

on the tw o-atoms model.Besides atomic radius , elect ron density and continuity condit ion for elect ron densi ty on interfaces between atoms ,

the lever law of atomic phase diagram involving other physical param eters is taken into account , such as the binding energy , for the sake

of simplicity.
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　　Traditional phase diagram describes the proper-
ties of alloy phases in equilibrium state w ith the typi-
cal temperature versus composi tion diagram.Within

the diphase zone , the relative content of each phase

can be obtained according to the so-called lever law .
In contrast , atomic phase diagram describes the prop-
erties of atoms in equilibrium in the fo rm of electron

densi ty versus atomic radius diag ram and an equilibri-
um electron density between tw o atoms in equilibrium

sate can be obtained acco rding to a corresponding

lever law .Because electron density versus atomic ra-
dius diag ram is established on the basis of the TFDC

model , i t is named TFDC diagram.

As far as quantum mechanics is concerned , dis-
tribution of electron cloud outside the nucleus decides

the shape and size of the atom.When an atom lies in

the lat tice of o ther atoms , its elect ron clouds distribu-
tion is affected by the surrounding atoms.Fo r a sol-
id , statist ics makes use of electron density and atomic

radius to describe the interaction of atoms.The rep-
resentative theory is Thomas-Fermi-Dirac stat istical

model w hich w as put forw ard by Thomas
[ 1]
, Fer-

mi[ 2] and Dirac[ 3] with emphasis on the iso tropy of

the interaction of atoms.

TFD model it self has been improved and devel-
oped continuously[ 4～ 6] , but all these effo rts aimed at

the accuracy of the model.In 1993
[ 7]
, Chinese

phy sicist Cheng Kaijia studied classical TFD model

and advanced continuity condit ion of electron density

on interfaces w hen solving solid problems , and cont i-
nuity condit ion of work function on interfaces af ter-
wards

[ 13]
.

The autho r reg ards the integrated application of

atomic radius , elect ron density and continui ty condi-
tion of elect ron densi ty on interfaces as a key part of

TFDC model and has been conducting fundamental

researches on the w ide applicat ion of TFDC model in

materials science.For this purpose , the author has

seriously considered the Vegard' s law for years f rom

the aspect of atomic radius , elect ron density and con-
tinuity condi tion of electron densi ty on interfaces.

Vegard' s law[ 8] deviates f rom the experimental

results in most cases.People have at tempted to pre-
dict the sign of the departure of Vegard' s law from

the experiments for eighty years , but the problem has

no t been solved[ 9] .Based on the concept of TFDC

model , the author establishes the atomic model of Ve-
gard' s law 1)w ith only atomic radius , electron densi-
ty , continuity condi tion and the thi rd physical param-
eter of the component involved , and the model radi-
cally clarifies the physical mechanism of the devia-
tion.The atomic phase diagram just comes f rom this

background know ledge.

1　State of atoms

The key concept of TFDC model is the integ ra-
tion of atomic radius , electron densi ty and continuity



condition on interfaces.Consequently , state of atoms

should be clarif ied w hen using TFDC model.TFDC
model lays emphasis on tw o states of atoms , i.e.con-
tactless state and contact state.Coincidentally , the
Empirical Elect ron Theory (EET)

[ 10]
by Yu also

stresses two states of atoms , so-called h state and t

state.The autho r has considered TFDC model to-
gether with the EET theory in terms of atom interac-
tion volume at the atomic level[ 11] .So , contactless
state of atoms in TFDC model is called h state and

contact state is called t state.

One main task of TFDC model is to solve the

problem of atomic interfaces or phase interfaces , so
there should be at least tw o components involved ,
i.e.component A and component B.For conve-
nience , assume that the components can form thei r

ow n crystals , the cry stal made of atoms A is called A

crystal and that made of atoms B is called B crystal ,
as show n in Fig.1.This w ill not influence the f inal

results of model' s application.

Fig.1.　A atoms and B atoms in crystal state.

Taking one A atom and one B atom out f rom the

lat tice show n in Fig.1 , and set ting these tw o atoms

in h state as illustrated in Fig .2 , the independent

atoms in h state are quite dif ferent f rom free atoms in

that they still maintain the same elect ron st ructure as

in the original lattice environment in spite of thei r

separation f rom the surroundings composed of atoms

w ith the same kind.Such atoms in h state do no t ex-
ist in reality , but this conception is required fo r the

subsequent theory .

Fig.2.　A atoms and B atoms in h state.

When these tw o atoms in h state contact each

o ther , thei r elect ron density should be redistributed

to satisfy the equality on the interface.The state in

w hich two contacted atoms have to adjust their re-

spective elect ron structure to ensure the continuity

condition of elect ron density on interfaces is called t

state (Fig.3).

Fig.3.　A atoms and B atom s in t state.

2　The interfaces of different kinds of atoms

Just as the founder of TFDC model Cheng Kaijia

say s , improved TFD model can be regarded as one

probe of theo retical researches in solid physics and
provide methods and means for practical materials de-
sign

[ 7]
, while atomic phase diag ram establishes one

representation form at atomic level for this probe.

When tw o components form a solid solution or a

compound , the atomic radius of each component will

change to satisfy the continui ty of elect ron densi ty on

the interface so that the atom w ith larger elect ron

density will expand and the one with smaller elect ron

density will contract.While the expansion and the

contraction occur on the different scale , their trans-
formation is related to o ther physical parameters such

as binding energy of each component.

Let the lat tice constant of A crystal be aA , the
corresponding atomic radius be rA , the elect ron den-
sity be nA , and the binding energy be EA ;let the

corresponding parameters of B crystal be aB , rB , nB

and E B respectively .In the mean time , assuming

that A crystal and B cry stal are all cubic st ructures for

simplicity without inf luencing the generic significance

of the results , then

NA ·
4
3
πr

3
A =αA a

3
A , (1)

N B·
4
3 πr

3
B =αB a

3
B , (2)

where NA and NB are the numbers of atoms in one

cell for A crystal and B crystal respectively , αA and

αB are the eff iciencies of space filling for the two cry s-

tals respectively.If αA =1 and αB=1 , the relevant

rA and rB are called Wigner-Sei tz atomic radius.Ap-
parent ly , rA and rB can be obtained from X-ray
diff raction data.

When component A and component B form a sol-
id solution or a compound , the atomic radius of each

component will change to satisfy the equality of elec-
t ron density on the interface.As a result , the atom

w ith a larger electron density w ill expand to decrease
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electron density and the atom w ith a smaller electron

densi ty will cont ract to increase elect ron density.
Supposing the solid solution or compound is cubic-
structured also for simplicity w ithout influence on the

generalized application of the results and the latt ice

constant of the crystal is aS , then the relationship be-
tween the volume of all atoms in the cell and the lat-
tice constant can be interpreted as

N A ·
4
3 π(r

′
A)

3
+NB ·

4
3 π(r

′
B)

3
=αSa

3
S , (3)

where , N′A , N′B are the atom numbers of component

A and component B in the cell of the solid solution o r

compound respectively , αS is the efficiency of space

filling for component A and component B in the cell ,
r′A and r′B are atomic radii of component A and com-

ponent B in the solid solut ion or compound.When αS
=1 , the relevant atomic radius is named Wigner-
Sei tz atomic radius.Although aS can be measured by

X-ray dif f raction data , r′A and r′B cannot be got f rom

Eq.(3), the solution of w hich requires the data of

electron density and continuity condition of electron

densi ty on the interfaces.

3　Electron density data

Thomas
[ 1]

and Fermi
[ 2]

established one model

describing the dist ribution of elect rons in the atom

called TF model wi th the mathematical expression as

follow s:

n(x)=
Z

4πμ3
Υ
x

3
2
, (4)

where , μ=a0(9π
2/128Z)1/3 , a0 is Bohr radius , Z

the atomic number , Υ the TF dimensionless func-
tion , x the dimensionless atomic radius , r=μx the

actual atomic radius , and n(x)the electron density.
In 1930 , Dirac

[ 3]
int roduced elect ron exchange action

into TF model and established TFD model , which ex-
presses the relationship of elect ron density and atomic

radius as below :

n(x)=
Z

4πμ3
ε+

Χ
x

1
2 3

, (5)

where , εis the elect ron exchange item int roduced by

Dirac, ε=
3

32π2
1/ 3

Z
-2/3
, Χ is called the TFD

function satisfying famous TFD equation , namely ,

d
2
Χ

d x 2 = x ε+ Χ
x

1
2

3

. (6)

In fact , the above expression is deduced from Poisson

equation , hence the assumption that the dist ribution

of elect ron cloud is spherical symmetry holds t rue.

TFD model finds successful applications in the solu-
tion of atom scatter coeff icient in X-ray diff raction.
With only atomic radius , combination of Eqs.(5)
and(6)can give the solution of electron densi ty at

specific atomic radius.Cheng made g reat ef forts in

this field early in the 1950s and formally published

elect ron density data of 38 elements in the periodic

table in 1996[ 13] .

Elect ron density data given by Cheng can be re-
garded as one new parameter of the element.In spite

that electron densi ty data in TFDC model can be ob-
tained by classical TFD model , no documents def i-
nitely list such data before Cheng , so this is Professor

Cheng' s contribution to classical TFD model.

It should be emphasized that the boundary condi-
tion of Eq.(6)is

Χ(0)=1 , (7)

x 0
dΧ(x 0)
d x 0

= Χ(x 0). (8)

For one certain atomic radius r0 , there exists

one electron density distribut ion curve , namely “ n′-
r′” , corresponding to Eqs.(5)and(6).When the

atomic radius changes f rom r0 to r0 +Δr , the rele-
vant electron density dist ribution curve turns into a

completely new one , namely , “ n″-r″” , absolutely
no t the simple ex tension of “ n′- r′” curve , as
show n in Fig .4.

Fig.4.　Ef fect of atomic radius variation on elect ron density.

4　Electron density condition of TFDCmodel

Another contribution of Professor Cheng to clas-
sical TFD model is the emphasis that wave funct ion

on the interface of different kinds of atoms should be

continuous.When discussing improved TFD model ,
Cheng definitely pointed out that “boundary condit ion

betw een atoms is only the continuity of elect ron den-
sity , which is also the continui ty of wave function re-
quired by quantum mechanics”[ 7] .
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When two components form a solid solut ion or a

compound , surface electron density of each compo-
nent atom will change to satisfy the continuity of elec-
tron density on the interface.Fig.5 illust rates the

continuity of electron density betw een atoms in TFDC

model , where there are four curves of “elect ron densi-
ty versus atomic radius” , namely , “ n -r” , show ing

the dist ribution of electron density in the atom ob-
tained from classical TFD model with atomic radius

known.It can be seen from the figure that , at h

state , elect ron density of A atom and B atom is nA

and n B respectively;whereas at t state , elect ron den-
sity of both A atom and B atom changes to nAB.Just

Fig.5.　Continuity condi tion of elect ron density on the atom inter-

f ace.(a)rA<r B , n A>n B;(b)rA>r B , n A>n B.

as discussed above , t state is the contact state in

w hich electron density on the contact interface should

be equal , hence nAB called the equilibrium electron

densi ty of component A and component B occurs.
Fig.5(a)show s component A w ith a smaller atomic

radius and a larger elect ron densi ty and component B

w ith a larger atomic radius and a smaller electron den-
sity ;while Fig.5(b)illustrates component A w ith a

larger atomic radius and a larger electron densi ty and

component B wi th a smaller atomic radius and a

smaller elect ron density.Tw o circumstances co rre-
spond to tw o different kinds of atomic phase dia-
grams , which w ill be discussed in detail.

Solution of equilibrium electron densi ty nAB is

the emphasis of this paper.The author has solved

nAB by a simple mathematical mean method wi th one

simple “ tw o-atom model”[ 12] .

5　Two-atom model

Supposing A atom and B atom equally tend to

one average elect ron density  n , we can get

 n =
nA +n B

2
. (9)

Apparent ly , average electron density  n has not

taken the atom ' s phy sical course f rom h state to t

state into consideration , which is just one rough con-
sideration.According to the concept of atom interac-
tion volume[ 11] , interaction scope of outer valence

elect ron can be obtained , viz.

V
act =

4
3
π(r

3
ws -r

3
m), (10)

where , rws and rm are respectively Wigner-Seitz ra-
dius and closely-packed radius of the atom .It should
be pointed out that , for a certain crystal structure ,
the dif ference of rws and rm only lies in one known

constant.Vact is atom interaction volume , indicating
the interaction “ depth” of electron cloud between

atoms.The elect ron density of inner elect ron cloud

changes lit tle w hen the atom changes it s radius , so it

is approx imately believed that change in elect ron

cloud mainly takes place within the scope of atom in-
teraction volume.

With average elect ron density and atom act ion

volume , the atomic radius of the component A and B

(r′A and r′B)after contact can be obtained , namely ,

V
act
A · nA = V

act
A · n , (11)

V
act
B ·n B = V

act
B · n . (12)

For a known crystal structure of component A and

component B , combination of Eqs.(9)～ (12)can

yield the solution of r′A and r′B.

In fact , equilibrium electron density nAB of tw o

atoms does not equal  n .nAB is relevant to o ther

physical parameters of the components.When dis-
cussing some properties of near equilibrium , only
binding energy taken into consideration is enough.
Similarly , the binary sy stem can also be simplified to

two atoms.
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According to atomic radius and elect ron density

all the solid element pairs in the periodic table can be

divided into tw o categories:
rA < r B , 　nA >n B , (13)
rA > r B , 　nA >n B. (14)

For convenience , the element pair corresponding to

Eq.(13)is called a no rmal match , as illustrated in

Fig.5(a);and the pair corresponding to Eq.(14)is
called an abnormal match(Fig.5(b)).Tw o kinds of

matches lead to two kinds of elect ron density versus

atomic radius diag rams.

6　Atomic phase diagram

Fig.6.　Atomic phase diagrams.(a)rA<r B , n A>n B;

(b)rA<r B , n A<n B.

Fig .6(a)is the curve of electron density versus

atomic radius for a normally-matched pair , show ing

the atom state before and af ter the components form-
ing the solid solution or compound.Point A repre-
sents component A and point B denotes component B ,
 r is mean atomic radius of two atoms and  n is mean

electron density of these two atoms , n P corresponding

to r P is equilibrium elect ron density of tw o atoms.V
point and P point in the figure are respectively called

mean point and equilibrium point of atomic phase dia-
g ram , having different phy sical signif icance on the

solid solution and compound , which will be discussed

in ano ther paper combined wi th concrete problem.

Fig.6(b)illust rates the atomic phase diag ram for ab-
normally-matched pair.

Under the const raint of electron density continu-
ity on the interface , surface elect ron densi ty of com-
ponent A and component B in the solid solution or

compound equals the same value as n P in atomic phase

diag ram called electron density of solid solution or

compound.Solution of n P involves one empirical for-
mula called the empirical lever law .

7　Empirical lever law of atomic phase dia-
gram

T raditional alloy diagram gives a relative per-
centage of equilibrium phase with the lever law , while
lever law of atomic phase diag ram contributes to solu-
tion of atom equilibrium elect ron density in equilibri-
um state.As shown in Fig .7 , when the atoms of

component A and component B reach equilibrium of

interface electron density , the pivo t of equilibrium

lever is nP , namely , the electron density of the solid

solution o r compound;end points of the lever are nA

and nB respectively;in the mean time , ends of the

lever respectively “ hang” binding energy of compo-
nent A and component B.

Fig.7.　Empirical lever law of atomic phase diagram.

When the lever reaches equilibrium , we have

(nA -n P)· EA =(nP -nB)·E B. (15)
After simple t ransformation , we w ill get

n P =
n AEA +nBEB

EA +E B
. (16)

Eq.(16)is just the empirical lever law of atomic

phase diag ram.It also indicates that it is difficult for

the component w ith larger binding energy to change

its atomic radius so that the atomic radius of tw o

components wi th different binding energy change in

different scale in order to satisfy the continui ty of

elect ron densi ty.Only w hen E A =EB , does nP =
nA+nB

2
= n hold t rue , which is the mean elect ron

density approximation mentioned above.

8　Applications of atomic phase diagram

According to the atomic phase diag ram and the
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empirical lever law , with elect ron densi ty and binding

energy in document[ 13] , electron densi ty of AB type

compound and(50at%A +50at%B)type solid solu-
tion can be obtained , as shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1.　Elect ron density of typical AB com pounds(1029·m-3)

Compound TiN TiC NbN NbC VN VC ZrN ZrC

n 0.793 2.48 1.19 2.52 1.18 2.75 0.73 2.27

Table 2.　Electron density of typical(50at%A+50at%B)solid solu-
t ions(1029·m3)

S olid

solut ion
Ag+Pd Au+Ag Au+Pt Cu+Ni Cu+Pd Ni+Pt Au+Pd

n 2.41 2.44 3.06 3.20 2.83 3.31 2.67
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